The Times phaundesange National CSR Award
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BANGALORE: The Times Group, Times Foundation is involved in the social activities of the "National CSR. awrdge character.

Eskaladevi Times on Thursday received the Foundation's regional head south. Times Foundation Senior Program Manager Anuradha valluri present in this case.

The ceremony was held at a private hotel 'antardisa "head of the voluntary organization Pro. He was awarded the Indira Parikh. As part of the award ceremony 'was held saanvesa national corporate social responsibility leadership. At the same time, mutually beneficial partnership. "said Magic Bus Enterprise holy Arun malavadi seminar was "a huge industry, companies have to spend money in their social honegarikyadi ettiduttive 2 percent. The tirisutta runavannu enterprises in this society, it is quietly conducting their responsibility in the process that leads to the top," he said.

" Many industrial firms beyond the limit of 2 per cent of the government mandated a CSR program viniyogisuttive even more money. NGOs, businesses and in particular their commitment to keep working on their behalf, he said.

" Here's the money devoted for businesses. Social organizations should implement the tasks. All of us must be a part of this community. Otherwise, the country is going to grow discrimination. However, we all care to ensure such a situation," he said.

The ceremony Arvind Ltd, ayanve India, Atul Ltd, Bajaj Electricals Ltd., Concern India Foundation, Dabur India Ltd, Galaxy Ltd, siniche Foundation, Jindal Stainless Ltd, pidabbyusi India Foundation, suhlan Energy Limited, Sun pharmaceutikale India Limited, such as business organizations, CSR contribution to, awards were conferred.